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Topics
• Secretary of the Army Policy for Travel by
Department of the Army Officials
• Executive Travel
• Joint Operational Support Aircraft Travel
– Priority 1, 2, 3

• Spouse Travel
• Miscellaneous Travel Issues
– Premium Class Travel
– Attending Change of Command
– Space A
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Headlines
The 7 trips Steven Mnuchin took on
government planes for $811,800
by Julia Horowitz October 6, 2017

Tom Fitton: 'Air Pelosi' – What you
don't know about the lucrative travel
our leaders enjoy on your dime

Former HHS Secretary Price Violated
Travel Rules in 20 of 21 Trips

By Tom Fitton | Fox News January 24, 2019
BUSINESS INSIDER

18 Of The Most Outrageous Military
Ethics Violations

By Charles S. Clark, July 13, 2018

Geoffrey Ingersoll Jul. 25, 2013, 4:01 PM

Taking a Blackhawk to lunch?

Government Officials Who Fly on the
Taxpayers' Dime
By Robert Longley, June 03, 2019

Chao used government planes seven times
when cheaper flights would not work
By Drew Harwell and Michael Laris
October 5, 2017

First-class travel distinguishes Scott Pruitt’s
EPA tenure
By Juliet Eilperin and Brady Dennis, February 11, 2018
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Governing Legal and Policy Documents for the SATP
Joint Travel Regulation
(JTR)

Federal Travel Regulation
(FTR)

Code of Federal
Regulations
(CFR)
OMB A-126
Improving the Management
and Use of Government Aircraft

DoDD 4500.9E
Transportation and
Traffic Management

SECARMY
DIRECTIVE
2017-05

AR 58-1
Management, Acquisition,
and Use of Motor Vehicles

Secretary of the Army
Policy for Travel
by Department of
the Army Senior
Officials

DoDD 4500.56
DoD Policy on the Use of
Government Aircraft and
Air Travel

DoDI 4515.13
Air Transportation
Eligibility

AR 95-1
Flight Regulations
DoDD 4515.12
DoD Support for Travel of Members
and Employees of Congress
DoDI 4500.43
Operational Support
Airlift (OSA)

United States Code

Administrative Instruction 109
Use of Motor Transportation and
Scheduled DoD Shuttle Service in
the Pentagon Area
DoDI 4500.36
Acquisition, Management,
and Use of Non-Tactical
Vehicles
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Secretary of the Army Policy for Travel
by Department of the Army Senior Officials
WHAT IT IS NOT:
-

-

A comprehensive Army travel policy
- TDY entitlements not covered
- PCS travel not covered
The latest word – captures changes after the fact; e.g., spouse travel

WHAT IT IS:
-

A vehicle for the SecArmy to convey to senior Army officials the travel issues that
are the most cause for concern and perception of abuse by the public:
-

-

Travel of spouses; use of MILAIR; “required use;” premium travel; Family
conferences; contractors, uniform wear while in premium accommodations,
etc.

A guide that takes a myriad of policy and laws and converts them to Armyunique language for real-time usage and, in some cases, makes higher-level
policies more restrictive for DA officials
- Example: Army premium-class approval authority – more restrictive than DoD
allows!
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Poppin bottles in the ice, like a blizzard
When we drink we do it right gettin slizzard
Sippin sizzurp in my ride, in my ride, like Three 6
Now I'm feelin so fly like a G6
Like a G6, Like a G6
-- Far East Movement - Like a G6

“Got this 737 rocking like a G6”
-- Dierks Bentley - Drunk on a Plane
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“That’s rock star
status right there!”
- Gen (ret) (then Col)
Frank Gornic
USAF Gulfstream G550/C-37B.
Kentavist Brackin/DVIDS/US Air Force

BUSINESS INSIDER

The US Air Force recently acquired
a new $64 million Gulfstream
private jet for VIP government
officials — see inside
Thomas Pallini
Jan 20, 2020

USAF Gulfstream G550 interior.
Kentavist P. Brackin/DVIDS/US Air Force
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Operational Support Airlift
“Non-required users” of MILAIR may travel in the following manner, and in this order of
use:
• Commercial aircraft
– Use of commercial air resources must be the first consideration
– Federal officials travel in coach class, unless mission meets highly restrictive conditions
• Joint Operational Support Airlift Command (JOSAC)
– DoD fleet of regionally based, small executive aircraft
• 2-hour windows on departure/arrival required
• generally limited to 6-7 passengers max
•

United States Army Priority Air Transport Command (USAPAT)
• Six dedicated Army executive jets based at Andrews AFB
• Gulfstreams support Army “required use*” users: Secretary of the Army (SA) and
Chief of Staff (CSA), OSD mandated required users such as COCOMs and nonArmy users, and Army non-required users (USA, VCSA) [*Only the SA and CSA are
“required use” designated officials by DoDD 4500.56]
• Support non-required users: Assistant Secretaries of the Army, AMC, TRADOC,
FORSCOM, USARPAC and USAREUR Commanders
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Executive Travel – “Service Secretary
Controlled Aircraft” (SSCA)

Commanding General,
TRADOC

C-37

Director of Executive Travel,
Office of the Administrative
Assistant to the SA

C-20
US Army Priority Air
Transportation (USAPAT)
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Executive Travel – SSCA
•

MILAIR is requested using OSA Form 917

•

The senior federal traveler must
personally sign the request, per DoD
Policy in DoDD 4500.56 & DoDI 4500.43

•

Once signed, it can be scanned and
emailed directly to the Directorate,
Executive Travel

•

Each mission is strictly validated against
current regulations and authorized by the
Secretariat’s designated authorizing
official

•

Use must be for official business only and
when missions coincide with personal
leave, cannot raise the cost of the mission
to the taxpayer, i.e., overnight TDY costs
to air crews, repositioning of aircraft, etc.,
in order to accommodate personal leave
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See https://directives.whs.mil/memorandums/OSD006317-18_CAC.pdf
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Operational Support Airlift - JOSAC

Military personnel and DoD civilian employees with official
business travel requirements may request OSA

C-12

DD Form 2768
signed by senior
traveling official
OSA, e.g.,
TRADOC G-33
Joint Air Logistics
Information System
(JALIS)

C-26

JOSAC
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Operational Support Airlift - JOSAC - DD Form 2768
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Operational Support Airlift - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority

• Requesters and authorizing officials shall
assign a Priority Code to each lift when
requesting airlift support
• The Priority Code shall be validated by the
validating and scheduling activity
• Scheduling of military and or JOSAC aircraft
is based upon the Priority Code, making this
function critical
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Operational Support Airlift - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 1

Priority 1
(Emergency) Airlift in direct support of operational
forces engaged in combat;
or contingency, peacekeeping or humanitarian
operations directed by the national command
authorities;
or for emergency lifesaving purposes.
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Operational Support Airlift - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 2

Priority 2 - "Required use" travel or compelling
operational considerations making commercial
transportation unacceptable (within 24 hours).
Mission cannot be satisfied by any other mode of
travel. Requester should provide a 2-hour window
for departure and arrival times to allow
consolidation of missions per DoDI 4500.43.

“Compelling operational considerations” is
NOT defined in DoDD 4500.56, DoDI 4500.43,
AD 2017-05, or AR 95-1
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 2 - Compelling Operational Considerations
Generally HHQ or “outside” directed

Examples of “compelling operational considerations:”
• Commander must brief the Joint Staff at the Pentagon and then has GO
duty later that day at a different installation
• Commander is the exercise director for two simultaneous warfighter
exercises at two installations
• Commander has been selected by SECDEF or SECARMY to officially
represent the DA at an official event, which competes with other
scheduled events out of his or her control
• No COMAIR exists to and from a particular destination, e.g., GTMO
• Official business events end so late in the day that a commander will miss
the last COMAIR flight leaving the departure location and will participate in
official business events (NOT of the commander's “own making”) the next
morning so early that the first COMAIR flight landing at the arrival location
will not get there on time
• The senior traveler must transport classified documents and have
classified conversations during flight
• COVID-19 and sterile transportation requirement (i.e., commercial
transportation is unacceptable due to COVID-19 risk)
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 2 - Compelling Operational Considerations

Examples of NOT “compelling operational considerations:”
• Senior traveler wants to get back (as opposed to absolutely has to be
back for official reasons) to the office before the end of the duty day
• Senior traveler goes on leave the day after the TDY ends
• Senior traveler does not elect to depart on Sunday (for a TDY beginning
Monday morning) or return on Saturday (for a TDY ending late Friday
evening) and there is no official business on those days preventing
travel
• Senior traveler does not elect to depart on a Monday that is also a
Federal Holiday (for a TDY beginning Tuesday morning) and there is no
official business on the holiday preventing travel
• Taking MILAIR to facilitate attending or participating in unofficial social
events; for example, scheduled to accommodate the desire to attend a
change-of-command ceremony where the traveler would otherwise be
in an unofficial role
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 3

Priority 3 “Cost Effective” Basis - Official business
travel which, when consolidated by JOSAC with other
travelers, is more cost effective than commercial air
travel or official business travel on previously
scheduled missions. Requester must provide at least
a 2-hour window for departure and arrival times to
allow consolidation of missions per DoD Instruction
4500.43
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 3 – Cost Effective
• Authorizing officials may provisionally approve a request on the basis
that, if consolidated with another request, it is determined to be cost
effective - DoDD 4500.56, Encl 3, para 3c
• However, that MILAIR will not be scheduled unless the scheduling
authority performs a cost analysis IAW OMB Circular No. A-126
Revised, para 8
• When consolidated by JOSAC with other travelers’ requests, the
requested MILAIR may be more cost effective than commercial air travel JOSAC is the scheduling authority and will make the final determination
on the MILAIR request
OR
• When an aircraft has been scheduled to satisfy a mission requirement,
secondary use of that aircraft for other official travel does not require a
cost comparison - DoDD 4500.56, Enclosure 3, paragraph 3c
• Secondary use of the aircraft for other travel for the conduct of agency
business may be presumed to result in cost savings (i.e., cost
comparisons are not required) - OMB Circular No. A-126 Revised, para 8
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Priority 3 – Cost Effective

“By matching authorized DoD
users on official travel orders with
unit level training flights, we are
able to reduce commercial travel
costs while providing our aircrew
with dynamic, real-world training
scenarios.”
“Non-executive airlift is an
excellent opportunity to provide
dynamic mission training to our
aircrew,... I ask for cooperation in
reevaluating internal policies which
may discourage use or nonexecutive OSA.”
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Misc

• OSA travel authorizing official is next level of command
• Requesters are responsible for the accuracy and
completeness of this form, which is required for the
scheduling of OSA missions
• Round trips can be requested, but each leg of the trip is
looked at independently. Support may only be available
for only one portion of the round trip. In these cases,
travelers may: (1) opt to retain the available JOSAC flight
and utilize commercial airlift to fulfill the remaining portion
or (2) cancel the OSA airlift request and utilize round trip
commercial airlift
• Flights may be requested for any military or civilian airfield
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OSA - JOSAC - DD Form 2768 - Scheduling
Scheduling issues to avoid for JOSAC validation:
• Trips between major U.S. cities -- It may be difficult to
justify the use of MILAIR for travel along high-density
routes (for example, Washington, DC to New York City;
Atlanta; Los Angeles; or Chicago) because:
• commercial travel is generally less expensive to major
hub cities
• high-density traffic at the airfield may make it difficult to
obtain desired arrival or departure times
• Trips where the aircraft appears to be filled with personal
staff members to make the trip cost effective
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Operational Support Airlift – JOSAC – Rotary Wing

ALL Rotary Wing Travel is Priority 2 (“Required Use”)
DD Form 2768
signed by senior
traveling official

12th Aviation Battalion;
“gold top” VH-60,
UH-60 and UH-72A

OSA, e.g.,
TRADOC G-33

x

Joint Air Logistics
Information System
(JALIS)
JOSAC
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Spousal Travel – Individual Travel Authorization (ITA )
THE JTR HAS CHANGED!!!
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Spousal Travel - ITA - Unofficial Travel Noninterference (Reimbursable)
• Must accompany the senior official (normally SES or GO) on
official business
• Other official travelers cannot be displaced
• Inclusion does not result in bigger aircraft
• Negligible additional cost to the government
• Reimbursement at “full commercial coach fare”
• Approval Authority is at the four-star ACOM level (delegable
to a three-star DCG)
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Spousal Travel - ITA - Spousal Travel by Government Aircraft - (Formally
Spouse Representational Travel) - Now IAW DoDD 4500.56

ACOM four-star (delegable to three-star DCG) may approve nonreimbursable travel (MILAIR ONLY) (NO COMAIR; NO per diem) as an
exception only when the spouse’s presence would further the interests of
the DoD, the Military Service, or the Command when the spouse travels to:
•

Attend a function in which the DoD Sponsor is participating in his or her
official capacity and in which the spouse is to address those assembled
or otherwise play an active role and visible part; or

•

Attend a function (with or without the DoD Sponsor) attended by
spouses of community leaders, government officials, foreign dignitaries,
or foreign military officers with whom the Sponsor is meeting in his or
her official capacity; or

•

Attend a function (with or without the DoD Sponsor) where a substantial
portion of those present are military families or where the focus is on
matters of particular concern to military families.
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Spousal Travel - ITA - Spousal Travel by Government Aircraft

Requirements:
•

A request, submitted in writing, on a case-by-case basis, that
provides the date(s); purpose of travel; and any other information
that supports justification of the approval (e.g., explains how the
spouse’s participation benefits DA, given the additional cost to the
government and taxpayer perception)

• (No longer required - Now a Nice to Have?) A separate spouse
agenda that defines the focus and audience of the spouse’s
participation and identifies the tangible benefit to be derived from the
participation
• “(No longer required – however; still recommended practice) A legal
review signed by the command ethics counselor is not required
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Spousal Travel - ITA – Direct Service (Per Diem) - JTR
• Authorizes ITA IAW 5 U.S.C. § 5703 (as a “quasi employee” during a period
of service to the government) AND
• the spouse is “legitimately performing a direct service for the government”
•

Permits an agency to invite a spouse to a meeting or conference at
government expense, if that spouse is legitimately performing a direct
service for the government such as making a presentation or advising
in an area of expertise.

• Also encompasses spouses whose travel is necessary to the service
that provides a direct benefit to the government (e.g., cross-cultural
training for spouses of living abroad directly benefits the agency).
• However, the “direct service” test is not met merely by attending a
meeting or conference, even if hosted by a DoD Component on a
matter related to the Component’s official business (31 U.S.C. § 1345)
(For details see 1 General Accounting Office, Principles of Federal
Appropriations Law at 4-47 to 4-50 (3d ed. 2004).)
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Spousal Travel - ITA – Direct Service - Army
Army Directive 2020-XX (Army Spouse Travel) policy for Direct Service
travel by Army spouses:
• Spouse travel to training activities must be assessed by the HQDA
G-3/5/7 Training Directorate and approved by AASA to ensure that the
direct service standard is met. Includes Army-directed recurring and
non-recurring training activities (formerly “service-endorsed training
courses”)
• Spouse travel to certain Army-directed recurring education and
evaluation activities (non-training) have been reviewed by HQDA and
the AASA and determined to meet the direct service standard
• All other requests for spouse travel under the direct service standard
will be treated as an individual exception to travel policy and may be
approved as an exception only by SA, VSA, USA, CSA, VCSA, 4-star
commander or their delegated three-star DCG
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Spousal Travel - ITA – Direct Service – Other Spouse Travel - Army
Requirements:
• A memorandum signed by the sponsor that clearly explains how the
spouse’s participation benefits DA, given the additional cost to the
government and taxpayer perception
• A separate spouse agenda that defines the focus and audience of the
spouse’s participation and identifies the tangible benefit to be derived
from the participation
• A copy of any invitation made by a DoD, Federal, or non-DoD entity
where a spouse’s presence is requested
• A legal review signed by the command ethics counselor is not
required, but highly encouraged
• When a spouse is traveling with a Service member or civilian
employee sponsor, the spouse may only receive per diem if
authorized or approved by approval authority
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Policy and Legal Reviews – One without the Other May Not Be Enough
“I want my spouse to accompany me at government expense on a military aircraft.”
“Can we send a GOV to pick up a Soldier at the airport coming back from leave?”
“My wife is a subject matter expert, and she needs per diem.”
“My OCONUS flight is brutal, get me upgraded to ‘premium’ class.”
“Get me Space A accommodations on an aircraft to the funeral.”
“Can I invite the mayor to ride in my NTV with me to the State General Assembly's
Military Affairs Committee meeting?”

NO LEGAL
OBJECTION!

PERHAPS, BUT…

“No Legal Objection” does not mean it necessarily meets
policy compliance. Similarly, “No policy issues” may not
take into account legal/ethics ramifications
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Policy and Legal Reviews – Why is an “NLO” not enough?

“I want my spouse to accompany me at
government expense on a military aircraft.”

It’s within the exception
to the general “official
business only” rule to
have a spouse on a
military aircraft at
government expense...

BUT…

DoD and Army policy
require that the spouse be
officially addressing those
assembled; or focus is on
Family matters; or spouse is
meeting with community
leaders, government
officials, foreign dignitaries,
or foreign military
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Policy and Legal Reviews – Why is an “NLO” not enough?

“My OCONUS commercial flight is brutal,
get me an upgrade to business-class.”

It’s legal for an Army
official on business to
be upgraded to other
than economy-/coachclass (OTECC) ...

BUT…

DoD and Army policy require that specific
(and restrictive) circumstances be in effect
and an authorized official approve the
upgrade prior to the flight
- Only 17 Army officials hold approval
authority for OTECC travel
- An approval for the senior official does not
automatically upgrade an aide
- Other than medical requirements, there is
no caveat for upgrades within CONUS
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Policy and Legal Reviews – Why is an “NLO” not enough?

“Get me Space A accommodations on an
aircraft to the funeral (or change of command).”

It’s legal for an Army
official to travel in
Space A status…

BUT…

DoD and Army policy require that
military and civilian members be
in an approved leave or pass
status for the entire period of the
travel, and military aircraft must
be opened to all Space A
passengers at the terminal – and
prioritized!
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Policy and Legal Reviews – Why is an “NLO” not enough?

“Can I invite the mayor to ride in my NTV with me
to the State General Assembly's Military Affairs
Committee meeting?”

It’s legal for a
government owned or
leased vehicle to carry
escorted nongovernment
personnel for official
purposes only...

BUT…

DoD and Army policy
require that unofficial
passengers not
displace any official
passengers, nor may
the size of the vehicle
be enlarged to
accommodate them
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Now I’m feelin’ so fly
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